Name:

Date:

Noun Category: Our Land and Sea Friends
A noun names a person, place, thing, or animal.
Directions: Look at the underlined noun in each sentence.
Write the category that it belongs to on the line (person, place, thing, or animal).

1. Baby elephants like to be with their moms.
2. The boy watched the dolphins from the beach.
3. In the wild, orcas stay with their mothers for life.
4. Chimpanzees love fruit.
5. The minks swam 50 feet underwater with just one breath.
6. The elephant used a tree branch to sweep a path.
7. Dolphins like to swim in their ocean home.
8. The scientist saw the chimpanzees play and climb through trees.
9. Fish feel pain just as dogs and cats do.
10. Elephants walk up to 30 miles each day in the wild.
11. The student saw that the puﬀer fish created artwork in the sand.
12. Minks like to live in areas with grass and trees.
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